Do you or your loved one have an intellectual disability (ID) and/or autism?

Are you already working with a Supports Coordinator (SC)?

If not, Allegheny County Office of Developmental Supports may be able to connect you with assistance.

Call 412-253-1399 TODAY to prepare for the future.
ODS assists children, graduating youth and adults with intellectual disability and/or autism.

Eligibility requirements for those 9 through adulthood include having intellectual disability (ID) and/or autism.

Call 412-253-1399 to

› Ask about ODS supports and requirements
› Learn about assistance for families of children 0-9
› Start the process to determine eligibility
› Get information and community resource connection, including through ongoing Key Communicator emails

If you are eligible, we will

› Assist with registration
› Share helpful resources
› Connect you to a Supports Coordinator (SC)

Your SC will assist with making a plan. This may include ideas for you to

› Engage in a more meaningful life
› Be well supported in your home
› Fully access your community
› Remain healthy and safe
› Find and keep a job
› Transition from school to adulthood
› Provide a break for caregivers